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CoreView helps Carlisle construction materials secure Microsoft 365 and boost administration
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	Region: United States
	Eight Employees in the Operations Team Supporting Over 3,000 Employees in 30 Locations Around the World
	CCM Migrated to Microsoft 365 in 2014
	Created M365 Virtual Tenants to Segregate Overall Tenant
	Used RBAC to Delegate and Control M365 Admin Rights



Download case study

With over 3,000 employees spanning 30+ locations across the globe, Carlisle Construction Materials LLC (or CCM) is among the construction world’s leading suppliers of premium building products and related technologies. They needed a platform that could support this massive team’s productivity and communication, and in 2014, Microsoft 365 became that platform. 
The downside? This mammoth team had just 8 IT administrators supporting them from an operations standpoint. With so many employees on mobile devices, and with limited reporting and provision offered by Microsoft, keeping CCM’s IT network running smoothly was a near-impossible task. Or so it seemed. 
Enter CoreView.
The Challenge
CCM’s IT team needed a partner who could offer a bird’s eye view of employees’ M365 activity, particularly on mobile devices, in order to protect the company’s security (and productivity). 
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The Solution
CoreView gave CCM’s small but mighty IT team the tools they needed to pull reports, monitor activity (on mobile and elsewhere), and ultimately manage all 3,000+ employees’ M365 licenses and accounts. As a result, 
	Take Action Faster – With 100’s of built-in reports across users, groups, Microsoft Teams, Exchange, OneDrive, licensing, and more. The CCM IT team can now manage everything from a single dashboard.
	Perfect Permissions for Greater Security – CoreSuite’s RBAC gives you the ability to create custom roles with a simple check-mark system. Grant individual or group permissions with an easy interface and ensure they are seeing what they need to.                                         
	Stay On Top of The License Lifecycle – With easy access to granular reporting and analysis that spans all departments, divisions, and geographic locations. 







Ready to make Microsoft 365 work for you? Let us show you how.
Get a demo
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